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Mortising a hinge with a chisel
Lay out the moftise

fyou've got

a

houseful ofdoors

to outfit with hinges, a router
and a hinge template are what
you need to get the job done quickly.
But these tools are expensive, and
they require setup time. If you're
installing only one or two doors,
you can mortise the hinges just as
fast using a sharp chisel.
Unlike most cutting tools, a wood
chisel is not fully sharpened at the
factory. For fine carpentry work,
the back of the chisel must be perfectly flat, and the beveled side
must be razor sharp. Plenty of jigs

:

are available to ease the sharpening
proce ss (lor more on sharpe ning.
see

FHB #141, pp. 84-87), or you

can send your chisels to a local
sharpening service.

Becoming proficient with a chisel
is useful for more than just hinges.
.\rnong other things. the mortising
:ni c:rrving techniques shown here
-::r :': -r!.Ll to install strike plates
: i - , :.,- , i' anC dead bolts, re- . --- :-:i -l ':5,,ards.ormake
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Locate the back

oftlie

hing" on the daon i-lsing a
cornbination square-with /r in.
of blade exposed-as m gauge.
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S"or. along the ends of a fiinge leaf"

lt!

easy

to

cantrol a sharp knife cufting across the grain. Scorinq affers a de{inite st;rt;ng spot {or the chisei.

lay aut the back edge of tlre
hinge with a pencil.
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of *he fiinge,
seore the rncrtise's depth,
Because

it's iess likely ta {allaw
the grain than is a knife,
use an awl ta score with
the grain.

A couple of scrap hinEe
Jeaves-stuck together by
a dab of hot glue-serve as
a deptft gauge.
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Sharp cutting edge
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Working with a chisel

A A series of shallow cuts
9 is tlre key to a precise
rnortise, Halding a l%-in. {or
wider) chisel at about a 45"

f,
J

angle, cut across the grain in
increments af about % in.
Gently tap the chisel until the
point of the blade reaches the
depth score. With practice,
yau'll develap a rhythm that
enables you to reach the
desired depth without needing ta glance at the line.

Sorrt with a sharp chisel. An

out-oi-the-box chisel such as the
one on the left is acceptable only for
framing and other rough jabs. The
chiseJ on the right had been hallawgraund on a bench grinder before it
was haned on a serjes af oilstanes;
flaf surfaces an the autermost edEes
on/y rnake resharpening quick.

Horizontal slices remove the waste, Starting abaut'A in. fram one end of
the mortise, place the blade (bevel side up) into the awl scare and gently
pare a{f the waste (photo leftJ. You may need to start the cut with a soft hammer
tap, but finish with hand pressure only. Make sure the first cut isflat and smooth,
then use the finished surface as a guide for subsequent cuts (photo right).

J
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Q Sfti- tt if itl tao iow. Don't worry il the mortise
lrf ends up too deep. One ar two cardboard shims (cut
{ram the same box that the hinges casne in) easily make
up the difference.
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lnsta lling a lockset
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) erct holes pave the way
l for the big bits. To make

ll Ut. a combination square
I for layout. Most lockset

nlike old-fashioned and
complicated mortise locks,
most of the locksets you
see these days are

ofthe cylindrical

variety and are fairly easy to install.
Basically, installation requires a
large hole drilled through the face
of the door and a smaller hole
drilled through the edge. After the
holes are drilled, the most difficult
part of the job is cutting the mor-

sure the holes for the cylinders
start in the right place and
don't wander, use a scratch awl
to punch the precise starting
points. Then drill pilot holes
with a /a-in. bit in the edge
and in both faces of the door.

packages include a paper template for locating the face and
the edge bore. It's easier and
more accurate to use a combination square, especially if you've
got more than one /ockset to
install. Begin the job by wedging the door halfway open with
a couple

of

shims under the

bottom edge. Mark the face on
both sides, 2Ta in. from the leading edge of the door (23/a in. for
exterior doors) and typically 36 in.

from the floor. The edge bore
is marked at the center of the
door, in line with the f ace marks.

orru the face bore first. Holding the tool level and
square to the door, drill halfway through one side
with a 2Va-in. hole saw. Then complete the bore from the
other side of the door.
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for the strike and larch plates.
There are two keys to a success-

tises

ful installation: careful layout and
sharp tools. In addition to a tape
measure, a combination square,
and a hammer, you'll need a scratch

awl,a2Va-in. hole saw, ars/.e-rn.
bit, and a 1-in. chisel.
Assembling the lockset varies
slightly from brand to brand, so
it's important to read the manufacturer's instructions.
spade

Tom O'Brien is a carpenter in
New Milford, Conn. Photos by
Charles Bickford.
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Ut" a nail to mark the center of the strike-

plate hole. Close the door and hold it tight to
the stop, then push a 6d nail through the /s-in.
pilot hole in the door edge until it pierces the door
jamb; a pry bar provides leverage if necessary.
Now drill holes for the latch and the strike using a
lsho-in. spade bit. (A%-in. bit is too small for most
latch mechanisms, and the hole left by a f -in. bit
won't be covered completely by the latch plate.)
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A jig for

foolproof hole
f Ur. the latch as a template. After
t) drilling the edge bore, insert the latch

mechanism and secure it with the screws
provided; then trace around the edges with

a

sharp utility knife. Be especially careful when
cutting vertically along the grain because the
knife may wander. Some carpenters prefer to
use a scratch awl to cut along the grain.
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Carpenters who install
door hardware for a living
use commercial boring jigs
that get the job done quickly and
accurately. You can buy a light-duty
version of the $250 jig for about
$15. Made

by Black &
Decker (www
.blackand
decker.com),
this plastic jig
clamps onto
a door edge

and aligns the face and edge holes
automatically. Two hole saws
(2Vein. and 1 in. dia.) and a common mandrel are included in the
kit. The jig will handle both 23le-in.
and 23/q-in. backsets.

Align the strike with
the latch. C/ose the
door, and transfer the top
and bottom edges of the
latch plate to the door jamb.
Now measure the space
between the edge of the
latch plate and the inside
face of the door, and allow
the same amount of space
between the back of the
strike plate and the doorstop. For a 13/e-in. door (if
the latch is centered properly), that space should be a
heavy ls in. The final task is
to cut the strike mortise, fol-

lowing the same procedure
used for the latch plate.
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*" your time with the

chisel. Hold a sharp chisel at
about a 45' angle to the work,
and score the face of the mortise
by gently tapping the chisel with
a hammer; cut across the grain in
increments of % in. or so. Now
carve away the waste, working
the chisel toward the center.
Check the fit of the latch plate;
it should lie flush with the door
surface. lf you end up carving
too deep, cut a piece of cardboard to shirn the latch plate
flush with the edge of the door.

